Call for Nominations
ICON-S Book Prize

To Be Awarded at the
2020 ICON-S Conference
Wrocław, Poland

ICON-S | The International Society for Public Law is pleased to open the Call for Nominations for its third annual Book Prize. In line with the Society’s mission, the prize will be awarded to an outstanding book or books in the field of public law, understood as a field of knowledge that transcends dichotomies between the national and the international as well as between administrative and constitutional law. Preference will be given to scholarship which, in dealing with the challenges of public life and governance, combines elements from all of the above with a good dose of political theory and social science.

The Book Prize will be awarded at the Society’s next Annual Conference on July 9-11, 2020 in Wrocław, Poland to the author(s) of a book or books published in the two calendar years prior to the conference (2018 and 2019). The winner will be selected by the Society’s Book Award Committee, chaired in 2020 by Prof. Anne Peters.

The nomination process is open now!

Nominations are welcome from any of the following: (1) members of the Society’s Executive Committee; (2) members of the Society’s Council; (3) groups of at least three ICON-S members; (4) book review editors of academic journals; and (4) scholarly publishers. Please note that authors are not eligible to nominate their own books. Please note also that edited books are not eligible for consideration. The Society especially welcomes nominations of scholarly works by female- and male-identifying scholars.

The deadline for the submission of nominations is January 31, 2020.

Nominations may be made via e-mail to bookprize@icon-society.org with the following subject line: Book Prize ATTN: Chair of the Book Prize Committee. Nominations must include a justification of 400-500 words explaining the basis for the nomination.

Please consult the webpage of ICON-S for more precise details on how to nominate a book for this Prize.